SITUATIONAL & APPLICATION BASED ASSESSMENTS

ROLE PLAYING DECISION MAKING SCENARIOS

Pioneers in VR, AR, AI driven Training since 2007
WE Remember
ONLY
10% of what we READ
90% if we DO IT OURSELVES
even as a SIMULATION !!

Research reiterates-

Dede (2004).

Federation of American Scientists/ESA/NSF Summit on Educational Games
2005
Virtual Immersive Learning

Induces “Flow”

Situational & Experiential Learning by Doing

Gamified - Engaging, Challenging, Rewarding

Formative Feedback

Critical thinking & Decision making
AI, Data Analytics Driven VR Training!
Data Driven Mastery of Skills!

Performance Assessment

Adaptive intelligence

Stealth Assessments

Measures “Action” & “Know How”

Individual Skills & Abilities

Data Analytics

Proprietary Cerebellum™ & Cortex™ Platforms for Data Capture/Analysis
......JAL VR Training !
……Dassault VR Training!

IGOR FAIN
Virtual Reality Specialist – Dassault Aviation

CHARLES ALCOCK
Editor-in-Chief – Aviation International News
...BEYOND VIRTUAL REALITY!

Proprietary Arete™ Virtual Reality Framework for Customized Training Spaces
…..Cost of not Innovating !?!  

check out yours at http://ateninc.com/aten_new/roi.html
AI & Analytics Driven NextGen Training!

ATEN APPROACH

Immersive & Interactive VR/AR Simulations
+ Evidence Centered Design
+ Experiential & Situational
+ Formative Feedback
+ AI / ML - Adaptive Intelligence
+ Personalization
+ Performance Based Assessments
+ Stealth Assessments
+ Gamification
+ AI & PredictiveData Analytics

= 100 % Retention of knowledge!